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Review document diffs

Diffs

• Changes for IANA section
  – Move all type assignments to end of document, only use symbolic names in text.

• Changes for requirements language
  – Rewrite some sentences to fits MAY, SHOULD, MUST, etc.

• Added a security section
IANA Section

• Registries (is this good organization?)
  – Packet Type (RFC required)
  – Interest Return Code (Expert Review)
  – Hop-by-hop Type (RFC required)
  – Top-level types (RFC required)
  – Name segment type (expert review w/ public spec)
  – Message types (RFC required)
  – Payload Types (Expert review w/ public spec)
  – Validation Algorithm (Expert review w/ public spec)
  – Validation dependent data (RFC Required)
  – Hash function types (Expert review w/ public spec)
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